
Brandon Ferguson

Relevant Experience

July 20 - Present
Design Lead & Researcher

UX Rescue - Collaborative Freelance    

June 20 - Present
UX Designer & Researcher

Personal Design - Freelance    

April 18 - April 20
Digital Media Specialist

Townsquare Media    

UX Designer & Researcher

Skills

Programing

Tools

Education/Certifications

I bring an marketing perspective and creative problem-solving 
approach to create intuitive products and experiences people 
love to use. I am a designer that thrives in fast paced 
collaborative atmosphere. My background in marketing help 
me bridge that gap between business goals and user needs.

Managed a design team of 4. located around the country. Led 
creative direction for project. Conducted secondary,qualitative 
and quantitative research. Gathered and documented design 
requirements and communicate with client, who is located in 
Africa. Created wireframes, site map, user flows and 
prototypes. Designed responsive interfaces and experiences 
for project.

Conduct Qualitative, Quantitative, market research based on 
local businesses needs. Design the user experience on 
desktop and mobile for small businesses, specifically solving 
problems improving IA and increasing foot traffic to site and 
making site responsive.

Brainstormed and implemented new site content architecture 
for clients website redesign and made websites responsive. 
Led digital marketing campaigns for 50 plus clients, from local 
businesses to national accounts. Solved client marketing 
problems by collaborating, communicating with multiple 
departments. Worked in a fast paced collaborative 
atmosphere juggling multiple projects at once with tight 
deadlines.

Sketching, Wireframing,

UI Design, Rapid Prototyping,

Responsive web design,

Native app design,

User flows, user research,

Usability testing

Basic HTML

Basic CSS

Figma, Adobe XD, Photoshop

InVision, Zeplin, Miro, Mural,

Google Analytics, Canva

Business Marketing 

Neumann University   

Aug 11 - May 15

302-650-9046

Portfolio

LinkedIn

Branferg017@gmail.com

UX/UI Design 

Designlab   Nov 19 - July 20

Human Computer Interaction 

Interaction Design Foundation   

July 20 - July 20

Google Analytics

Google

July 20

https://www.brandonfergusonuxportfolio.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brandonferguson7
mailto:Branferg017@gmail.com

